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WELCOME
Welcome to the 8th CIHT Conference, an international conference
dedicated to health tourism!
Crikvenica was one of the first destinations in Croatia where health
tourism started to develop back in the 19th century. This long and
important tradition has always had the same basic goals: firstclass healthcare services, continuous investment in quality in line
with the latest trends, and the development of human resources.
The awareness of the timeless importance of health and well-being
is a very important part of everyday life on the Crikvenica Riviera.
One of the results of this is our health tourism conference, which
was held for the first time in September 2013 on the occasion of
the 125th anniversary of tourism in Crikvenica. Over the past few
years, the Crikvenica International Health Tourism Conference
(abbreviated as the CIHT Conference) has become a well-known
event and gathered some of the world’s foremost experts in
health, tourism and business. The organisers are the Crikvenica
Tourist Board and the Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster and the Coorganisers are Thalassotherapia Crikvenica and Polyclinic Terme
Selce.
The CIHT Conference will be held for the eighth time in a row, on
the 12th and 13th of November 2020, in a virtual form. Due to the
circumstances of the coronavirus pandemic, this conference, which
was traditionally organized on the Crikvenica Riviera, will change
its concept and move to a completely online environment, it will
be completely free of charge and the participants will be able to
attend via new CIHT Conference mobile app. We are very sorry that
will not have the opportunity to host you in the beautiful Crikvenica
- An Oasis of Health, but due to the circumstances we decided to
have an online conference and are doing our best to provide you
with an equally good experience in a virtual environment.
The CIHT conference continues to contribute to the application of
current theoretical knowledge and trends. It also emphasises the
strategic importance of developing health tourism in Croatia and
placing health tourism on the market. We are glad that the 2020
conference once again brings together almost 20 international

eminent speakers from various countries and are very grateful
that they have decided to share their valuable experience and
knowledge with us. Moreover, these are experts who participate
as speakers in numerous eminent world health and tourism
conferences and cooperate with the largest companies in this
field. In addition to the presentations by top experts, the CIHT
Conference offers the opportunity to create business contacts
and partnerships, exchange experiences, and arrange concrete
collaborations. The priority in the organization of the CIHT
conference is, first of all, the quality of the content through which
the participants can gain new knowledge that they will later
apply in their daily work. This year’s CIHT conference continues
to contribute to the application of current theoretical knowledge
and trends in practice, emphasizing the strategic importance of
the development of health tourism. Given that we are in the period
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 8th CIHT Conference is especially
needed.
We are very proud that the importance of the CIHT Conference has
again been recognised by our distinguished sponsors: the Ministry
of Tourism and Sport, the Ministry of Health, the PrimorjeGorski Kotar County, the Town of Crikvenica, Croatian Chamber
of Economy, and Kvarner Region Tourism Office. We take this
opportunity to once again sincerely thank all of them. We also
thank our sponsors and all those who have contributed to the
organisation of this year’s conference.
We are confident that CIHT 2020 will again prove that quality
collaboration and coordination between health services, tourism,
and business, together with networking and the combined efforts
of all those who, either directly or indirectly, influence what health
tourism has to offer, represent a joint path towards success.
We thank you for your participation and hope that you will enjoy
the many interesting topics, educational presentations and
constructive debates at this year’s CIHT Conference.
We look forward to seeing you again in 2021!

Organisers:

Crikvenica Tourist Board
Marijana Biondić, MSc.
Director

Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster
Assist. Prof. Vladimir Mozetič, MD, PhD, MHA
President

PROGRAMME
Thursday, 12th of November 2020
10:00 – 10:15

Welcome speeches

PART II - An Overview of
Health Tourism Globally and a Positive Way Forward
12:00 – 13:30 –

PART I - The Impact of the
Pandemic on Health Tourism
10:15 – 11:45

1.

2.

3.

Therapeutic approaches against COVID-19, Ivan Đikić, Professor at Goethe University Frankfurt and director of Institute of
Biochemistry
Croatian health travel – take the momentum!, Leila KrešićJurić, Managing Director & Co-Founder at HTI Partner

1.

The impact of COVID-19 on the global medical travel market,
Keith Pollard, Editor in Chief of International Medical Travel
Journal (IMTJ) and a Consultant for LaingBuisson

2.

Use the chance! Health will be the new currency – the new status symbol!, Csilla Mezösi, Secretary General of European Spa
Association

3.

Strategic Harmony: Response to a Global Wake-Up Call, Velimir Srića, Lecturer, researcher, politician and consultant

4.

Unlocking the health tourism lockdown, Irving Stackpole, President of Stackpole & Associates, Inc.

5.

Questions and Answers

PANEL „The Impact of the Pandemic on Health Tourism“

11:45 – 12:00

Break
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Friday, 13th of November 2020
PART III - Up-to-Date
Health Tourism Market
10:00 – 11:40

1.
2.

Clusters/Associations 4.0, Laszlo Puczko, CEO & Co-Founder
at Health Tourism Worldwide
Redesigning Your Health Travel Experience: The Impact of
Consumerism, COVID, & Technology, Elizabeth Ziemba, President and Founder of Medical Tourism Training

3.

Five Crisis Communication Lessons from Major Crisis Situations, Kristina Laco, Managing partner at Communications Office Colić, Laco & Partners

4.

Update on ACAP Medical Tourism Task Force Activities, Jeana
Havidich, Lecturer of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine

5.

Questions and answers

11:40 – 12:00

Break

PART IV - Promotion and
Communication in Health Tourism
12:00 – 13:40

1.

Treating patients from abroad: Berlin as a medical destination,
Michaela Kehrer, Medical Tourism Manager of visitBerlin

2.

Healthcare Cybersecurity & Privacy Challenges in Medical
Tourism, Salwa Rafee, Vice President at H-ISAC

3.

How did COVID-19 affect digital behavior?, Miroslav Varga, Google certified trainer at Escape Ltd.

4.

Branding and Marketing in the age of COVID-19, Ilan Geva,
Medical Travel expert, influencer and opinion leader

5.

Izabela Vrtar, SENSA

6.

Questions and answers
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Leila Krešić-Jurić

Ivan Đikić

Managing Director & Co-Founder at HTI Partner

Professor at Goethe University Frankfurt and director of
Institute of Biochemistry

Faithful to excellence and sustainable growth, Leila’s expertise
covers tourism trends, hospitality, health tourism, and
educational events. She helped the HTI Conference become
internationally recognized and established the European HTI
Summit in the European Parliament to promote European
health tourism. As director of Tourism Sector at the Croatian
Chamber of Economy and Expert Member of the Croatian
Parliament’s Tourism Committee she shaped tourism
legislation, worked on European Commission digitalization
projects and contributed to European associations ECTAA and
ESPA. She holds a degree in economics and EMBA, speaks four
languages, and cannot wait to travel again.
Presentation title: Croatian health travel – take the momentum!
Abstract:
Adapting the Croatian health travel & tourism offer to hybridtimes: reinforcing its competitiveness, combatting seasonality
and boosting the national economy. Shaping sustainable
products and addressing the right marketplace for Croatian
wellness, thermal and medical offer while understanding the
EU Cross-border Healthcare Directive in conquering new niche
markets. Using digital tools and smart initiatives in health
travel and designing strategies & policies that work in the
“new normal”.

Ivan Đikić is a leading expert in the fields of ubiquitin biology
and cancer research. He is professor at the Goethe University
Frankfurt, director of the Institute of Biochemistry and a fellow
of the Max Planck Society. He maintains an active research
lab that enables multidisciplinary teams of scientists to
study molecular principles of life and discover pathological
alterations that lead to the development of human diseases
such as cancer, neurodegeneration and infection.
For his scientific work, Ivan Đikić received numerous awards,
including the Jung Prize for Medicine and the Leibniz Prize, the
highest scientific honour in Germany. He is an elected member
of the European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO), the
German Academy Leopoldina, the European Academy, and
an honorary member of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Ivan Đikić is committed to the education of the next generations
of scientists globally. His efforts to popularize science in his
homeland were recognized by the highest state honours, The
Order of Duke Branimir, bestowed by the President of Croatia.
Presentation title: Therapeutic approaches against COVID-19
Abstract:
The emergence of COVID-19 was a big surprise and challenge
for the whole world considering that it is a new, unknown virus
for which we did not have tests, drugs or vaccines. Necessary
and correct epidemiological measures have succeeded
in overcoming the first wave of a pandemic with limited
human losses in a number of countries. Nevertheless, these
measures have affected the economy and the lives of citizens.
Science, in the shortest possible time, had to give answers to
the questions of how the virus spreads, what it can really cause
and what impact it has on the organization of the health and
education system. Meanwhile, comprehensive efforts of the
entire scientific community have gathered a lot of valuable
new data, appropriate genetic, antigenic and serological tests
have been created, and several drugs have shown efficacy. In
addition, a number of vaccines are in the final stages of clinical
trials. But despite these encouraging results, the SARS-COV-2
virus continues to spread pandemically around the world.
In my presentation, I will look at the ongoing efforts to mobilize
science and technology to develop new, more effective
therapeutic approaches against COVID-19, including effective
and safe vaccines and specially tailored coronavirus drugs.
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Keith Pollard

Csilla Mezösi

Editor in Chief of International Medical Travel Journal
(IMTJ) and a Consultant for LaingBuisson

Secretary General of ESPA

Keith is Editor in Chief of the International Medical Travel
Journal (IMTJ) and a consultant for LaingBuisson. Keith is
one of Europe’s leading experts on medical tourism and
cross-border healthcare, attending and contributing to major
conferences across the world on the subject. Keith has been
involved in medical travel since the 1990’s. His career has
embraced the management of private hospitals in the UK,
research and feasibility studies for healthcare ventures, the
marketing and business development aspects of healthcare
and medical travel, and publishing, research and consultancy
on cross-border healthcare.
Presentation title: The impact of COVID-19 on the global
medical travel market

Csilla Mezösi, from 2018 Secretary General of ESPA; networking
between spa businesses, rehabilitation centres and clinics,
medical research and education partners, spa hotels and
medical spas, spa operators and investors. Cooperation in EU
working groups and in international cooperation.
Summary of her skills
Full service, strategic project management from city level to
national government-supported developments • 15 years of
tourism management expertise in Europe’s largest outgoing
tourism market • B2B and B2C sales activities, PR, event
organisation, product development • Project management
in the field of health tourism (international PR, management
consultancy, spa development, cross marketing between
providers and health insurance companies, medical tourism)

Abstract:

Presentation title: Use the chance! Health will be the new
currency – the new status symbol!

The presentation will examine the impact of the pandemic on
the medical travel market:

Abstract:

•

How it has affected patient flows

Use the chance! Health will be the new currency – the new
status symbol!

•

The response from destinations and providers to the
short- and long-term challenges

•

•

How it is changing patient communication and patient
care

Balneology, Europe’s heritage of medical know-how
should become the second frontline in the fight against
COVID-19. Moreover, it saves costs in public health care

•

How it is changing patient perceptions

•

•

Steps that can be taken to minimize the impact

Back to the roots – medical spas in Europe will focus more
on medical competence

•

The opportunities presented by the pandemic

•

•

The prospects and timescale for recovery.

We are working on creating new packages for the main
risk group and this is showing very good results

•

Some good examples of vouchers in the EU could show
that these incentives were the best models to support
tourism

•

Take a positive look on the future – the sensitivity of our
citizens will focus on prevention and strengthening of the
immune system

•

Growing demand from overseas markets for medical spas
and sustainable health resorts. We have to be prepared for
the “new normal” but also for the “new future of tourism”
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Velimir Srića

Irving Stackpole

Lecturer, researcher, politician and consultant

President of Stackpole & Associates, Inc

Velimir Srića earned an MS in Electrical Engineering, an MBA
from Columbia University, New York, and a PhD in Information
Systems Management. His professional life is dedicated to
education, research, politics, and consulting. As a member
of the European Academy of Arts and Sciences, he is involved
in teaching and research all over the world from Central
and Eastern Europe to Asia and the USA. As a politician, he
was a member of the Croatian government, a recipient of
the Eisenhower Fellowship, and a Croatian representative to
UNESCO and OECD. As a leadership, innovation management,
and digital transformation consultant he served as the World
Bank expert on change management. He published 76 books,
over 400 professional papers, and a few hundred columns in
popular magazines.

Irving Stackpole is the President of Stackpole & Associates,
Inc., a marketing, research and training firm. Since 1991,
Stackpole & Associates worked collaboratively with clients to
create innovative & practical solutions to the challenges in the
health tourism markets.

Presentation title: Strategic Harmony: Response to a Global
Wake-Up Call
Abstract:
The lecture is based on my new book „Empower Us: Form
Crisis to Strategic Harmony“, Kitsap Publishing, 2020 (coauthor Ira Kaufman). The book is a deep dive into fixing and
transforming the broken world. It is dedicated to those who
want to reinvent the world, propel The New Harmony, driven
by universal values and a higher ethical compass, digital
technologies, and sustainable business practices. It is for
those who want to transform a business or an organization; to
catalyse change; or to disrupt outdated, unresponsive policies
in healthcare, ecology, education, government, economics, or
other institutions. The short lecture will focus on the key ideas,
challenges and application of the Strategic Harmony model in
health and tourism industries.

Stackpole & Associates has established itself in the field of
health tourism & medical travel working with governments,
governmental agencies, professional associations, healthcare
providers and tourism organizations to define markets, conduct
research, establish brand identity and launch marketing efforts
to attract international health travellers from around the
world. He is the co-host of The Medical Travel Show with his
brilliant and beautiful wife, Elizabeth Ziemba, the co-author of
the Marketing Handbook for Heath Tourism and was the editor
of the first book on medical tourism marketing.
Presentation title: Unlocking the health tourism lockdown
Abstract:
Consumers are uncertain about travel, and it remains difficult.
What can we do to encourage consumers to consider health,
dental and medical services? Demand is pent up, and as the
travel markets begin to unlock, what can we expect?
How difficult will it be to resume elective and ambulatory
procedures? For resorts, spas and other operators focused on
the wellness markets, will they be able to resume “normal”
business?
•

Will medical tourism ever “return to normal”?

•

As travel resumes slowly, what can we do to prepare in
the health, wellness, dental & medical tourism markets?

•

Which travellers will return? What will be their concerns,
and what services will they seek?

•

Which segments of these markets will return first?

These and other topics will be addressed by Irving in his
presentation.
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Laszlo Puczko

Elizabeth Ziemba

CEO & Co-Founder at Health Tourism Worldwide

President and Founder of Medical Tourism Training

László has been working in the field of travel and health for
25+ years. He is an experienced engineer, strategist, mentor
and trainer and a wellbeing intelligence expert. He has
gained experiences in private as well as in the public sector
environments both in medical and wellness tourism. László is
one of the very few people in the world who has been active in
every aspect and domain of health tourism. He is an economist
and art & design manager and holds master degrees, a PhD, and
is a certified management consultant. He has been lecturing
and running tailor-made trainings and masterclasses in over
40 countries. He has authored numerous industry reports,
specialist books and publications. László is a hot spring and
wellness enthusiast, and holds a diploma in forest bathing!

President and founder of Medical Tourism Training, Elizabeth
Ziemba delivers consulting, training, assessment and
accreditation services for clients in the wellness, health,
medical and hospitality sectors with innovative, practical and
evidence-based solutions for business and economic growth.
Ms. Ziemba helps clients build strong organizations ready
to compete globally, including governments, medical and
dental providers, associations, facilitators, hotels, resorts
and spas with a unique combination of education, experience
and international best business practices. Consulting
projects include national medical tourism roadmaps, national
&amp; provider marketing plans, strategic planning, cluster
development and more. She has a Juris Doctor degree and a
master’s degree in international public health.

Presentation title: Clusters/Associations 4.0
Abstract:
The global pandemic has changed the way we travel for
any reason, both short- and long-term, it seems. Every
business, individual or public body is looking for alternatives,
approaches and directions showing the way out. During such
critical times industry clusters and associations need to revisit
their objectives and targets, too. Our 2018 Survey from Health
Tourism Worldwide and IMTJ suggested that the number 1
objective of associations was to represent members at expos
and fairs, whereas the least important objective was any kind
of monitoring or data collection. Clusters/associations should
undertake a complete change of priorities. They must provide
intelligence, data, mentoring to their members and partners.
Personalization is not only a B2C approach but must be applied
to B2B relationships as well.

Presentation title: Redesigning Your Health Travel Experience:
The Impact of Consumerism, COVID, & Technology
Abstract:
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed what people demand
from wellness, health, and medical services providers.
Combined with the pre-COVID consumer trends, the new
“health traveller” demands that quality remains high and
prices stay affordable but that is not enough. Thanks to
COVID, all service providers must demonstrate extremely high
levels of hygienic safety, ease of access and increased use of
technology. Examples, case studies and experience identify the
most important issues for health travellers and demonstrate
approaches to winning back customers.
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Kristina Laco

Jeana Havidich

Managing partner at Communications Office Colić, Laco
& Partners

Practices Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine at
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in Lebanon

Kristina holds a master’s degree in international economics
and management from Bocconi University, Milan. She is
a leading Croatian expert in strategic communications
management with years of experience in the media, corporate
and agency sectors. Kristina has led the communication aspect
of numerous projects that have characterized Croatian social
and economic scene over the past two decades and has been
the leading crisis communication advisor in major domestic
and regional crisis situations. She regularly advises clients
on issues management, stakeholder relations and public
affairs. Kristina is also a communication coach to some of the
most respected business and political figures. She teaches at
Bernay’s University and is the co-author of two books in the
field of public relations.

Dr. Havidich practices anaesthesiology and perioperative
medicine at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in
Lebanon, New Hampshire. She is doubled boarded in adult
and paediatric anaesthesia and has over twenty years of
clinical experience. Dr. Havidich has worked with regional and
national organizations developing patient safety guidelines
and legislation, educational programmes and outcome
databases. She received a full scholarship at The Dartmouth
Institute and enrolled in the leadership track with emphasis
on outcomes research. In 2016 she joined the Association of
Croatian American Professionals (ACAP) Domovina Task Force
and currently co-chairs the ACAP Medical Tourism Task Force.
She enjoys traveling, cooking, hiking and of course, all things
Croatian.

Presentation title: Five Crisis Communication Lessons from
Major Crisis Situations

Presentation title: Update on ACAP Medical Tourism Task
Force Activities

Abstract:

Abstract:

Crisis is by definition always an unexpected event, but this fact
does not mean that we cannot get ready for when something
unexpected hits us. Because the question is not if something
unexpected, maybe even catastrophic, will hit us. The only
question is – when is it going to happen? From a multitude of
different crisis situation, ranging from strikes and accidents
with fatal consequences to collapses of huge companies
and, most recently, staying in business in a pandemic, this
presentation brings in the shortest possible format some of
the lessons learned. Five memorable key takeaways will help
your business both to get better prepared for the unexpected
and to get alive out of it when it hits.

The presentation will focus on the findings of the ACAP – Tuck
School of Business report and current activities of the ACAP
Medical Tourism Task Force.
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Michaela Kehrer

Salwa Rafee

Medical Tourism Manager of visitBerlin

Vice President at H-ISAC

Michaela Kehrer, MA joined Berlin’s official marketing
organization visitBerlin in 2016 as medical tourism manager
to support the newly established initiative Berlin Health
Excellence. She is responsible for marketing activities in the
GCC and CIS countries, as well as in China. She also takes care
of the hospital network of visitBerlin and is the editor of the
website berlin-health-excellence.com.

Industry expert and Vice President at H-ISAC, leading a global
community of healthcare stakeholders as a trusted forum
for coordinating, collaborating and sharing vital physical and
cyber threat intelligence and best practices with each other.

Michaela holds a master’s degree in cultural anthropology and
Middle Eastern studies and conducted her research and field
work in Palestine, Yemen and Egypt. She worked in corporate
communications and market research where she supervised a
qualitative study on ethnic marketing in Germany. For several
years she worked in the International Office of the Vivantes
Hospital Group, doing case & key account management for
clients from the Arabic countries.

A biomedical engineer by training, I believe in the role of
technology to improve our lives, leveraging AI / ML / DL, digital
transformation, cybersecurity, data analytics, blockchain, and
hybrid cloud to help our members deploy world-class products
and best industry cross-brand solutions.
With a tremendous passion for the industry, for over 20 years
my expertise has included exemplary strategy design and
problem-solving skills, innovative solutions and outstanding
leadership competencies. I am part of several advisory boards
in the industry and academia as well as the senior leadership
team member at H-ISAC.

Presentation title: Treating patients from abroad: Berlin as a
medical destination

Presentation title: Healthcare Cybersecurity & Privacy
Challenges in Medical Tourism

Abstract:

Abstract:

The presentation gives insights into the development of
medical tourism in Germany’s capital city Berlin. It focuses on
the marketing efforts and partner engagement of the initiative
Berlin Health Excellence and sheds light on the current
situation in the corona pandemic.

Healthcare continues to be the most targeted industry to
cyberattacks, due to its vulnerability and value of its sensitive
data. Data breaches and ransomware attacks have quadrupled
this year due to the global pandemic which cost the industry
over $4 billion so far.
Medical tourism is an emerging global industry with a big
impact on treatment quality, patient safety and data privacy
regulations, and it also carries implications for countries
of origin and destination. A few of these factors are patient
satisfaction, clinical outcomes, continuity of care and privacy
and confidentiality. We will discuss these risks and how we can
all collaborate to secure our sector.
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Miroslav Varga

Ilan Geva

Google certified trainer at Escape Ltd.

Medical Travel expert, influencer and opinion leader

Miroslav Varga is one of the few Google certified trainers in the
region and the only certified trainer in the world in the status of
grandfather. Perhaps this is the best description of how long he
has been in this industry and how much he has had the opportunity
to make mistakes so far. Fortunately, he learned something from
his mistakes and shares his experiences with the participants at
seminars and conferences without any hesitation.
He has a lot of experience in health tourism, primarily in dental
services.

Ilan Geva is a global medical travel expert, influencer and opinion
leader. He specializes in branding & consumer behaviour and
provides consulting, teaching, training and help in practicing and
implementing all destinations, medical institutions and clinics
brand touchpoints. His work has won over 100 industry awards
around the world. Ilan is the co-author of the book “Global
Brand Management” published by Kogan Page in 2019, directing
businesses to the correct ways of building an international brand.
His work stretches from many states in the USA, to Asia, Africa,
the Middle East, Europe and South America. Ilan is an adjunct
professor at the University of Chicago and DePaul University. His
classes attract many students and professionals, especially the
branding and consumer behaviour classes. He speaks at many
international conferences, both in-person and virtually. Ilan
helped clients grow their brands and medical tourism revenue
in Israel, South Africa, UK, USA, Mexico, Portugal, Colombia,
Thailand, Korea, Malaysia, Japan, Dubai, Croatia, Poland, Romania
and other.

Presentation title: Covid-19 influence on health tourism
Abstract:
Health tourism, like any other form of tourism, experienced
a significant disruption during the COVID-19 blockades and
restrictions. But perhaps COVID-19 accelerated some processes
that had long been noticed, but the cost of neglect was relatively
acceptable.
Now the cost of neglect has increased exponentially and it is very
important to understand today’s user. Perhaps the most noticeable
phenomenon in digital behaviour is the transition of the average
user from the previous FOMO (fear of missing out) to FOLE (fear of
losing everything). He will talk about this in his presentation.

Presentation title: Branding and Marketing in the age of COVID-19
Abstract:
Among the many webinars, and online conferences, you will find
a huge amount of advice for marketing your business in the Post
Covid era. Most of it will focus on “new technology” and ways to
communicate without traveling. I understand why. But not many
put the emphasis on the simple, common-sense solutions, with
technology and without. I will try to fill that void, based on my
extensive global experiences, and a deep understanding of the
human spirit. Try it, it never fails.

POLYCLINIC TERME SELCE is the first private polyclinic for
physical medicine and rehabilitation in Croatia.
It is located at Crikvenica riviera on the beautiful Croatian coast
with branch office in Rijeka, the third biggest Croatian city.

40 diagnostic and 250
therapeutical procedures
in 6 specializations
provided excellent results
for more than 40,000
patients from 87 countries.

Physical medicine
and rehabilitation

We offer integrated

Respiratory rehabilitation

approach, fast and

Paediatric pulmonology
and allergology
Pulmonology
Otorhinolaryngology
Rheumatology
Cardiology
Dermatology
Baromedicine
Medical Spa & Wellness

holistic and individual
safe rehabilitation,
advanced technology,
sports medicine,
wellbeing and worklife balance programs.

• Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation
& Advanced Sports Program
• Medical Wellness
• Internal Medicine, Cardiology, Neurology
• Aviation Medicine
• Dermatovenerology & Anti-aging
• Healthy Living by IBD Wellbeing Programs

Accommodation facilities

Thalassotherapia Crikvenica
Hospital for Medical Rehabilitation
of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
Gajevo šetalište 21, 51260 Crikvenica, Croatia
q +385 51 407 666
E info@thalasso-ck.hr
www.thalasso-ck.hr

Polyclinic Terme Selce,
I. prilaz Ive Lole Ribara 8, HR
T: +385 (51) 764 055
Polyclinic Terme
department in Rijeka
S. Krautzeka 66c, HR
T: +385 (51) 400 420

www.terme-selce.hr | info@terme-selce.hr
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Brand the quality of
croatian products and services
with non-refundable grants
from EU funds
znakovi.hgk.hr

U prodaji
svaki PRVI
PETAK u
mjesecu

magazin za
život kakav
vrijedi živjeti
Na svim kioscima i u digitalnom izdanju pojedinačno ili kao pretplata
Više saznajte na www.sensa.hr ili putem e-maila
digitalnapretplata@adriamedia.hr
w w w. s ensa. hr

@ s e n s a h r vat s ka

M a g a z i n S ensa
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Hybrid Events
& Conferences
Organization of Hybrid conferences and
meetings as well as virtual corporative
events in our multifunctional halls with
the superb city view.

HILTON HOTELS ZAGREB
+385 1 600 1931
zagreb.events@hilton.com

© M. Vrdoljak

KVARNER
Health & Wellbeing

„Prije korištenja NEWTON Dictate
sustava nalaze smo izdavali za
tjedan - dva, a sada je to moguće
učiniti isti dan, što je ključno,
pogotovo za pacijente koji bi
liječenje trebali početi što prije.”

Vrijeme je neprocjenjivo.
Kreirajte nalaze
govorom.

© iStockphoto

© P. Trinajstić

© R. Kosinožić

the kvarner region
tourist board

51410 opatija, nikole tesle 2
t +385 (0)51 272 988
e kvarner@kvarner.hr
www.kvarner.hr

AI can enable humans to focus on parts of their role that add the most value.
www.diktiranje.hr - visit us to understand how much time you can save using
AI speech recognition.

© N. Mavrović

© S. Gulić

© N. Reberšak

Organiser

www.pgz.hr
www.
pgz.hr

CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
Crikvenica Tourist Board includes a central Tourist Office
and four Tourist Information Centres in coastal towns on the
Crikvenica Riviera: in Crikvenica, Dramalj, Jadranovo, and Selce.
Its basic vision and mission is to constantly invest in quality and
to effectively connect the existing services and facilities on the
Riviera with the aim of increasing the number of visitors and their
level of satisfaction. Other objectives include the creation of new
interesting services, activities, destination brands and marketing
strategies in order to make the Crikvenica Riviera recognisable on
the market as a desirable destination for leisure, entertainment,
relaxation, sport and recreation.
When developing new activities and raising the quality of existing
ones, Crikvenica Tourist Board follows global trends while at the
same respecting local traditions and including the typical features
of the destination. It has extensive experience in developing
various projects and organising numerous cultural, entertainment,
traditional, culinary, sporting, recreational, and other events.
Crikvenica Tourist Board is also in charge of numerous promotional
activities, such as the production of various digital and print
materials, offline and online advertising on Croatian and foreign
markets, targeted destination promotions in the most significant
source markets (fairs, presentations), and inviting study groups of
journalists and agents.
Crikvenica Tourist Board also coordinates activities in the
destination and cooperates with all entities whose business is
directly or indirectly related to tourism. Offering a unique and
unforgettable experience is the basic guideline when creating
projects. Crikvenica Tourist Board seeks to inspire visitors to
participate actively in events by organising fishing or sailing
events, bocce tournaments, or the cooking of traditional dishes
in the company of their hosts. These efforts and innovation have
been recognised at the international level: in 2014 the ‘Creative
Tourism Network’ declared Crikvenica Tourist Board the world’s
most creative destination. The basic criterion for this was the fact
that visitors are involved in the life of the local community.

Contact info:

P: +385 (0)51 784 101
E: info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
www.rivieracrikvenica.com

Primorsko-goranska županija
Adamićeva 10
51000 Rijeka

+385 51 351 600 (tel)
+385 51 351 613 (fax)
info@pgz.hr

Organiser
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KVARNER HEALTH TOURISM CLUSTER

Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster gathers members from medical, touristic and university sector, as well as
accompanying services with the goal of creating a recognizable and competitive health tourism product on the
local and international level. Our organization implies preparations and placements of the recognizable and
competitive health tourism product which must follow the world trends, tradition, resource base and specific
features of the destination. We are directed towards strengthening and development of health tourism on
Kvarner, in accordance with the strategic documents which define the destination as “the destination of
health”.
The Cluster operates systematically and actively on stimulating synergic processes, directed towards
improving the range and quality of the overall health tourism offer of Kvarner as the destination of health,
through joint placement of services on the health tourism market, for the purpose of raising the degree of
capacity use and overall prosperity of the Kvarner tourist destination as a whole.
Kvarner, as a tourist destination, is positioned among the leading “destinations of health” on the European
map, and even wider. We are recognizable for our year-round offer of high-quality services in health tourism,
based on contemporary trends, resource base and tradition.

Contact info: E: info@kvarnerhealth.hr • www.kvarnerhealth.com

Co-organisers
THALASSOTHERAPIA CRIKVENICA

Thalassotherapia Crikvenica - special hospital for medical rehabilitation is a medical rehabilitation centre
with a hundred years of tradition in rehabilitation, health care prevention and medically directed holiday. The
location of Thalassotherapia is the area with proven beneficial climatic characteristics, affluent sea aerosol,
no allergens or pollution which is particularly beneficial for chronic and allergy difficulties of the respiratory
system and movement system.
Medical Rehabilitation Centre satisfies all contemporary standards in medical rehabilitation and positions
the institution at the very top of all rehabilitation centres in the region. The most up-to-date diagnostics
and rehabilitation technics and methodology is provided on more than 2000 m2 of useful area, which in
combination with professional interdisciplinary medical teams and natural benefits of the destination results
in fantastic success in physical and respiratory rehabilitation.
Services:
Respiratory rehabilitation: asthma, COPD, bronchitis, allergic and chronic diseases of upper respiratory
system
Physical medicine and rehabilitation: postoperative orthopaedic rehabilitation, rheumatic diseases,
neurological and spinal rehabilitation
Paediatrics, paediatric pulmonology and allergology • Pulmonology • Otorhinolaryngology • Cardiology •
Dermatology • Hyperbaric medicine • Accommodation & catering • Swimming pool

Contact info: P: +385 (0)51 407 666 • E: info@thalasso-ck.hr • www.thalasso-ck.hr
POLYCLINIC TERME SELCE

Polyclinic Terme Selce was the first private polyclinic for physical medicine and rehabilitation in Croatia and
has now a tradition of 30 years. Founded by doctors Vlasta and Ivan Brozičević, it set a goal to provide highest
quality medical service to every patient, local or tourist, and to create a new dimension of health tourism
at Crikvenica Riviera. This vision began to take shape already in 1993 with the project “Mediterranean
Nutrition – Touristic Offer of Crikvenica Riviera”, presented at the UN in 2003. The greatest asset of the
polyclinic is its team of 44 professionals including specialists in physiatry, rheumatology, internal medicine,
cardiology, dermatology and venereal diseases. orthopaedics, neurology, surgery, psychology, physiotherapy,
kinesiology, along with auxiliary staff such as nurses, a nutritionist, masseurs and other professional staff. In
all, the polyclinic covers six medical specialties, a range of diagnostic procedures, and is also active in sports
medicine, wellbeing programs, and occupational risk programs. The polyclinic provides around 40 diagnostic
procedures and between 250 and 350 therapeutic procedures. They are all completely safe and have been
verified through experience by patients from 87 countries.
The polyclinic has been awarded the title of BIODEX isokinetic reference centre of Croatia and ORTHOKIN
Excellence centre in regenerative medicine. It has a long-standing collaboration with 22 other clinics. The
polyclinic is the co-founder the 1st International Mountain Tourism Alliance (IMTA) and is a Member of
International Academy of Aviation and Space Medicine (IAASM).

Contact info: P: +385 (0)51 764 055 • E: info@terme-selce.hr • www.terme-selce.hr
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ABOUT THE DESTINATION

CRIKVENICA RIVIERA

The Crikvenica Riviera is situated in one of the most
picturesque corners of Kvarner and it comprises
the charming tourist resorts of Crikvenica, Dramalj,
Jadranovo and Selce.
Due to its favourable natural features, this riviera
began to nurture a tradition of health tourism
as early as the 19th century. The area’s mild and
healthy climate, microclimate, clean air and sea,
as well as its favourable insolation and vegetation,
all help in the prevention of various diseases,
rehabilitation, and improvement of the quality of
life. If you are looking for a destination where in the
same day you can swim in the sea, stroll on a sandy
beach breathing in the scents of the Mediterranean,
and then in the evening have fun in town, or relax in
the quiet of a green hinterland, then this is the right
choice for you.

Crikvenica is a destination that has always had
excellent natural conditions for the development
of health tourism in the area. Beside all this, in
nowadays there are also top experts in respectable
institutions: Special Hospital for Medical
Rehabilitation of Respiratory and Locomotor
System Diseases “Thalassotherapia Crikvenica”,
Polyclinic „Terme Selce“, Polyclinic „Katunar“,
Polyclinic for hyperbaric medicine “OXY” and other
various specialist services.
It’s always interesting here with more than 250
different events throughout the year, such as the
Carnival, Crikvenica Cycling Marathon, Strawberry
Festival, (Sr)etno Selce ethno festival, CrikvArt
- street entertainers festival, the Melodies with a
Taste of the Sea festival, other music and sports
festivals, Šilo-Crikvenica swimming marathon,
Crikvenica 4 Pets, the Tourism Days, Health Day or
the Fisherman’s Week.
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The Crikvenica-Vinodol region has a total of more
than 300 km of footpaths and hiking trails and
300 km of cycling trails. This is the perfect place
for enjoying walks, jogging, cycling and virtually
all other sport activities on land or in the sea. In
Crikvenica you can simply take a walk along one of
the most beautiful sandy beaches on the Adriatic,
the gorgeous Love Path or through the fragrant
Mediterranean Labyrinth of Love.
The
traditional
gastronomy
exudes
the
Mediterranean, and is rich in fish, seafood,
vegetables, olive oil, natural aromatic herbs and
other healthy ingredients. Some of the restaurants
and hotels marked The Oily Fish Route offer
specially prepared tasty dishes of blue fish on their
menus and this is based on the famous tradition of
fishing.

Accommodation is available in hotels, private
accommodation, campsites, hostels and other
types of accommodation (total capacity - more than
25.000 beds).
And remember, this home to beautiful natural
scenery and a rich cultural and historical heritage
is ideal for all generations of visitors, from
adventurers and animal lovers to families and
those looking for entertainment, excitement and
relaxation in the great outdoors.

www.rivieracrikvenica.com
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